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1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Orwell Food Enterprise Zone / Local Development Order:

A Food Enterprise Zone (FEZ), focussed on existing food related business in and around Wherstead
on the south side of the river Orwell, has been successfully designated and Babergh District Council
are now considering making a Local Development Order (LDO) to simplify the town planning process.
A Local Development Order will grant planning permission for development as described in the order
in advance of specific proposals and is intended to help businesses to grow.

1.2

Commission:

The planning consultancy Places4People have been commissioned by the District Council to lead on
the LDO and Ubiety has been commissioned to prepare a Landscape & Visual Impact Appraisal for
one of the sites (known as the Stevin’s site) that comprises the FEZ initiative. The site is located
within the Suffolk Coasts and Heaths Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and Babergh
District Council has a duty to consider the landscape of the AONB in its decision making. It is in the
nature of a LDO that there is some latitude in determining the details of development proposals that
are yet to come forward. However a Development Brief has been prepared for the Stevin’s site that
sets out the parameters that will guide the consideration of proposals. This includes a maximum
floorspace for individual buildings and a total gross floorspace as well as maximum heights for
buildings as indicated on a conceptual layout.. The appraisal of the impact on key visual receptors
and on the landscape is based on this Design Brief. The location of the proposed development is
relatively well defined as is the general nature of development envisaged which the Development
Brief indicates should be use classes B1 (a) (maximum 25%) and (b); B2; D1 and D2.

1.3

Site Description:

The site is located at GR TM162412 in a small, shallow ‘valley’ on the east facing slope of the river
terrace overlooking the river Orwell. It is known as ‘Stevin’s site’ and takes its’ name from the Dutch
company, Stevin Construction B.V. that used the site as a compound from which to manage the
construction of the Orwell Bridge 1979-82. Immediately to the south, occupying the spur that defines
the valley and set on an embankment, is the bridge and to the north the other spur is used by high
voltage overhead cables running parallel to the A14 with supporting pylons. The site is characterised
by the remains of the construction period. Areas of concrete hardstanding are set out at several
levels on the slope and they are littered with remnant sheds and other artefacts associated with the
works. An access track leads up from the B1456. These features might make for unprepossessing
surroundings however the area was also former parkland associated with a nearby manor house.
Undulating meadows and veteran trees to the west are more reminiscent of designed landscapes of
the English romantic period and there are expansive views across the river estuary. Features of 20th
century origin are in stark contrast to the more natural and historic aspects of the setting.

1.4

Study Principles:

The landscape and visual impact has been assessed in accordance with the principles set out in the
following guidance:
(i)
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA3) 2013, published by the
Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment
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(ii)
Landscape Character Assessment Topic Paper 6: Techniques and Criteria for Judging
Capacity and Sensitivity published by Scottish Natural Heritage and The Countryside Agency. This
Topic Paper reflects thinking in GLVIA 2002 and is currently being considered for revision however
pending that revision it remains an important source of guidance for studies of landscape sensitivity
and capacity for change.
(iii)
Photography and Photomontage in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape
Institute Advice Note 01/11) March 2011
GLVIA3 states:
“It is especially important
(a) to note the need for proportionality
(b) to focus on likely significant adverse or positive effects
(c) to focus on what is likely to be important to the competent authority’s decision”
The appraisal was carried out by a Chartered Member of the Landscape Institute using both desktop
study and field survey.

1.5

Site visits were carried out on 10th December 2015 to establish key receptors (i.e. those
viewpoints most likely to experience visual change) and establish their sensitivity to change.
The weather was overcast and light was generally poor. A record was made of the
composition and quality of the existing view at each key viewpoint and assessment made of
the capacity for change.

1.6

Reference has been made to the following documents and websites in the preparation of this
report:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

The Corpus of Romanesque Sculpture in Britain & Ireland (Kings College, London)
Florence-Gardiner River Cruises
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2103 (Landscape Institute)
Historic Landscape Characterisation (SCC Archaeological Service)
Ipswich Borough Council SPD (Urban Character Areas)
Landscape Character Assessment Topic Paper 6 (Scottish Natural Heritage and The
Countryside Agency)
National Character Areas 82:Suffolk Coasts & Heaths (Natural England)
The Orwell Estuary Hinterland Report, 2007 (Suffolk Wildlife Trust)
Photograpy and Photomontage In Landscape And Visual Impact Assessment
(Landscape Institute Advice Note 01/11) March 2011
Regulation 33(2) Advice Note, English Nature, 23 January 2001
Shotley Peninsula and Hinterland Landscape Character Assessment (Stour and Orwell
Society) April 2013
Suffolk Coasts and Heaths Management Plan 2013-18
The Suffolk Guide (a user-contributor website)
Suffolk Landscape Character Assessment (Suffolk County Council)
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2

LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL

2.1 Cultural Heritage Context
2.1.1 Estuary Setting: The site is located close to the port of Ipswich and overlooks the estuary of
the river Orwell to the east. Along with the Stour, the river Orwell (its source river, above the tidal
limit, is the river Gipping) defines the Shotley peninsula and the Stevin’s site is at the western end of
the peninsula. The name Orwell is considered to be of Anglo-Saxon origin (meaning ‘river near the
shore’) and was adopted by the local writer, Eric Blair, better known as George Orwell. Apparently “he
loved the river, and enjoyed inspirational walks along its
banks.” (Natural Britain). The River Orwell is also
enjoyed for recreation. A number of companies
providing regular scheduled cruises on the river and it is
commonplace to see boats (sailing, rowing and
powered) on the water, including heritage vessels such
as a ‘Thames barge’. Fox’s Marina, with 100 pontoon
berths, is located approximately 500m from the site.
The river is also celebrated by artists.
Fig 1: Boats at Dawn (Dennis Pannet)

2.1.2 Parish Setting: Stevin’s site lies within the parish of Wherstead. The village of Wherstead is
just 2 miles from the centre of Ipswich but retains a rural setting. It comprises a scattered array of
cottages on two crossing narrow lanes south of the A14 and close to the stable block of Wherstead
Park. It is an ancient settlement with evidence of occupation dating back to the Neolithic period.
Nearby (to the church) is a Roman site that might have a connection with the supposed Roman river
crossing of Downham Bridge. Exposures of clay along the edge of the Shotley peninsula were
th
th
exploited for brick-making in the 19 and early 20 centuries and this included the Bourne Hill Brick
Works in Wherstead which was very close to the Stevin’s site.
2.1.3 Heritage Buildings: There are a number of listed buildings in the vicinity (see Fig 2):
(i)

Wherstead Hall: Grade II Listed Georgian Manor House. The listing applies to the
interiors and associated structures within the curtilage. The foundation stone dates from
1792, on the site of an earlier house. It has been in use, in part, for offices since before
1949 and is Now the head offices of CoOp Eastern England. Gardens and parklands
(now truncated by the Orwell Bridge Road) “possibly date from the time of the original
building” (planning position statement)

(ii)

Bourn Hall: Grade II Listed, dating from the early 16 century (cross wing) with a number
of later additions. The manor of Bourn Hall was granted to Cardinal Wolsey in 1528 on
the suppression of St Peter at Ipswich. In 1609 the manor was purchased by Sir Edward
Coke, Chief Justice of England.

(iii)

St Mary’s church: 12 century origins, 15 century West tower (built with a bequest dated
1455 and a gift of new bell in 1469). The tower was restored and the nave and chancel
th
largely rebuilt in 19 century. Between 1600 and 1902 a large copper ball stood on a
pole at the top of the tower as a navigational aid to shipping on the Orwell.

th

th

th
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Stevin’s site

1885-1900 series
Fig 2: Historic Setting

2.1.4 Orwell Bridge: opened to traffic in 1982 after 3 years of construction the bridge carries the A14
over the river Orwell. In engineering terms the design of the bridge was innovative and at 190m the
pre-stressed concrete beams had the longest span in the world at the time of its construction. It was
set at an angle to the river to get the best relationship to the surrounding terrain and architects
Frederick Gibberd and Partners (best known for Harlow new town) worked on the project to ensure a
sympathetic relationship with the terrain, the final design winning the approval of the Royal Fine Art
Commission. The bridge imposes itself on the landscape / riverscape with dramatic effect and has
become an icon of the Orwell estuary.

Stevin’s site

Fig 3: Orwell Bridge
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2.2 Landscape Context
2.2.1 National Character Area:
At the national level the Landscape Character
Area in which the site sits is ‘82: Suffolk
Coasts and Heaths’. This includes, but is not
the same as, the AONB of the same name,
which occupies about 45% of the Character
Area.
NCA 82 Key Facts: (4) Trees & Woodlands Some 13% of the NCA is woodland (and 10%
of that is ancient woodland). A great
proportion of the trees associated with these
forests were blown down in the 1987 October
storm. Much of the plantations now consists
of trees planted after that date. Areas of
older plantation woodland and wood pasture
occur within the estate and landscaped
Stevin’s Site
parkland of the numerous country houses
along the Stour and Orwell estuary slopes
(e.g. Orwell Park, Wherstead Park, Holbrook
Park and Freston Park). The area has
Fig 4: AONB
suffered significant tree loss as a result of Dutch elm disease.
Reason for selection (Estate Farmlands):
“Designed parkland landscapes around large houses overlooking the Stour and Orwell estuaries
include..
Wherstead Park.. These quiet and undisturbed (sic) landscapes form a key component of the area
and include many ancient trees in a wood pasture setting. They are important for wildlife including
hawfinch and barn owl.”
Includes the following ‘Statement of Environmental Opportunity – (SE03):
“Increase and enhance public awareness and enjoyment of the distinctive assemblage of historic
landscapes. Sustainably manage the agricultural, semi-natural, geological and rich archaeological
and historic environment, as well as seeking opportunities for more integrated access to support
recreation and education, while protecting the area’s wildlife and habitats tranquillity.
For example, by (inter alia)
• Conserving historic parklands and estate lands, with their important veteran trees, …
associated with the estuaries and forming a key characteristic of the valley sides, in particular
focussing on the continuity of the mature and veteran tree resource in the parklands and in
the surrounding landscape.
2.2.2 Suffolk Landscape Character Area:
(NOTE: text in italics is quoted from the Suffolk Landscape Character study)
Stevin’s Site falls within the Character Type 15 ‘Rolling Estate Farmlands’ occupying the coastal edge
of the Shotley Peninsula with Character Type 2 ‘Ancient Estate Farmlands’ on higher ground forming
the core of the peninsula (see Fig. 4). The Rolling Estate Farmlands form gently sloping valley sides
with deep, well-drained, loamy or silty soils derived from glacial outwash and it is a type that is found
th
across Suffolk. In the mid-20 century early enclosed fields were amalgamated to create relatively
straight field boundaries. The Suffolk Landscape Character Areas have been mapped at 1:50,000
scale so when working at a site scale, particularly close to boundaries, it is necessary to confirm the
designation based on observable characteristics. In the case of the Stevin’s site the descriptions are
a good fit.
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Fig 5: Suffolk Landscape Typologies

Visual Experience:
“A rolling landscape with a combination of woodlands and on the Shotley peninsula the form
is akin to the regimented pattern of the Plateau Estate Farmlands or Estate Sandlands.”
Condition:
“The fringes of the Shotley peninsula are studded with parklands associated with the late
th
th
C18 and C19 houses of the Nouveau riche.”
The influence of single estate ownership has acted to preserve the condition of the landscape with
well-maintained trees, woods and hedges but around the Shotley peninsula they are much modified
by agricultural improvement.
Landscape Sensitivity and Change:
“The spatial relationship of the landscape [type]… to the adjacent coastal levels means that
change and development can have a profound visual impact…
compounded by the designation of an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
Development Management:
Exaggerated visual impact of the height of buildings and structures
In these valley side landscapes, the visual impact of new vertical elements is increased by
landform. Therefore new buildings are likely to have a significant impact on both the
character and visual amenity of valley floor and valley side landscape types. The setting of
specific features and elements of these landscapes, such as small scale enclosure patterns
or historic buildings and monuments, can also be significantly damaged.
The majority of development will, to some degree, be subject to this problem. Therefore it is
essential to manage this issue effectively, taking every opportunity at the earliest stages of
the development of the proposal to modify and improve it or to be clear with the applicant that
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the impact of the proposal is unacceptable or may be at a high risk of refusal due to
landscape impacts.
2.23 Shotley Peninsula Landscape Character Assessment
This study was undertaken on behalf of the Stour and Orwell Society and published in 2013. It
identifies 6 Landscape Character ‘Areas’ in the Shotley peninsula (one being the ‘Orwell Estuary’) but
works with the Landscape Character ‘Types’ and their boundaries as established in the County study.
“The pattern of landuse and enclosure often reinforces the topography of the valley sides, which
are gently sloping but clearly defined, giving rise to high scenic quality when combined with a
foreground of mudflats and saltmarsh as well as open water Repetitive woodland cover and open
arable landuse combine to create a series of spatial experiences and framed views across the
estuary which can be appreciated from the shoreline footpaths or valley sides.
The recreational boating activity on the water… along with views across the estuary to large estate
houses … add activity, visual interest and also a strong time depth. These features and the
relatively intimate scale of the estuary help to reinforce a strong sense of place and local identity.
The dispersed pattern of small villages on the valley sides, along with the rural lanes which
connect them, give rise to a landscape which feels disconnected and tranquil. The visual and
noise intrusion of the Orwell Bridge/traffic, and of the cranes at Felixstowe Port undermine this
tranquillity in places but much of the estuary remains unaffected.”
2.24 Ipswich Urban Character Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD)
This SPD provides guidance for developers and
planners in support of Core Strategy policies. The
Stevin’s site is outside of the administrative
boundaries of Ipswich however it is visible from the
eastern side of the estuary, including the eastern
part of the Orwell bridge, which is within the town’s
boundaries. The Urban Character study describes
the eastern side of the estuary as part of the
‘Valley Character Area’ which stretches up into the
Gipping valley as far as the A12. Within this the
‘Orwell Valley’ is separately described as a subarea.
Extracts from SPD:

“On the east side of the Estuary, steep slopes
have restricted development and allowed
wooded ridges to remain with fine views across
the Orwell’
“The southernmost section of the Orwell valley
is made up of high quality natural landscape
overlooking the Orwell Bridge…”

Fig 6: Ipswich Borough Council SPD – Valley Character Area
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2.25 Suffolk Coasts and Heaths Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)
The AONB was designated in 1970. In UK law, protected landscape areas are designated on the
basis of their natural beauty… The criteria for natural beauty places as much emphasis on human
culture and its artefacts as it does about the natural environment and the wildlife and habitats of an
area. The AONB’s landscape…is a combination of both human activity and the natural world.
AONB Management Plan 2013-18
“The better soils [of the Shotley peninsula] attracted the first farms and settlements – it is an
area of ancient settlement…
Changes in slope overlooking the estuary [is] characterised by designed parkland landscapes
around large houses, including.. Wherstead Park. These parklands from a key component of
the landscape around the Stour and Orwell estuaries and include many parkland trees.”

A

14

Stevin’s site

Fig 7: AONB north of A14

2.26 Orwell Bridge in the Landscape
In the context of the proposed LDO there is a need to consider the relationship between the Orwell
Bridge and the AONB. The AONB was designated in 1970 and it extended to the Bourne Bridge
which the Ipswich Borough Council SPD still describes as following:
“The historic crossing point at Bourne Bridge is the meeting point for rural, estuary and
townscape views.”
In 1979 construction on the bridge began and a relatively small part of the AONB, which includes the
Stevin’s site, was left on the north side of the A14 (see Fig. 7) and is relatively isolated from the main
body of the AONB. There are proposals to extend the AONB into Essex on the south side of the
Stour but there are no proposals to take that opportunity to re-designate the land to the north of the
A14 and remove it from the AONB. The physical and visual barrier formed by the A14, which is
raised on an embankment in its approach to the bridge, is apparent when experienced in close
proximity to the Stevin’s site. However the experience is different when viewed from the other side of
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the estuary from where the continuity of the AONB can still be appreciated (see Fig. 3). Similarly, the
SPD considers that the ‘Orwell Valley Urban Character Area’ extends both north and south of the
bridge on the eastern side of the estuary.
The bridge has variously been described as: ‘visually intrusive’ [11], ‘impressive’ [12], and ‘a
prominent landmark’ (in the context of ‘fine views’) [5]. Opinions may be divided and much may
depend on the context of the experience of the structure. The design of the crossing was chosen from
a number of options (including a tunnel) and it won the backing of the Royal Fine Art Commission not
least because of its relationship to the landscape. It is also the case that traffic on the bridge (about
60,000 vehicles/day which will include many container lorries journeying to and from the port)
generates significant noise which impacts on the observer when in proximity (and even over a
substantial distance). Orwell Country Park, for example, is not a tranquil place and there is limited
sense of escape from the urban environment.
The bridge is a threshold. Whilst published landscape and urban character studies admit a
continuation of character areas across the A14 other observers have remarked on a change in
character, as experienced from the river, once passing beneath the bridge. The bucolic scenery of
the lower reaches of the estuary have been contrasted with the character of the estuary north of the
bridge which is influenced by commercial and industrial activity associated with the port. This
includes high voltage overhead power cables crossing the Orwell and, more intrusively, their
supporting pylons that converge just east of the Stevin’s site as they ascend Bourne Hill.
It is clear however that the bridge should not be considered a ‘stop-end’ to the landscape in which it is
situated, even if at times in a domineering fashion. .
“The Orwell then passes through the docks and down the narrow shipping channel under the
impressive Orwell Bridge and through the pretty countryside with magnificent stately homes on
either side…” (The Suffolk Guide)
The bridge serves to link the east and west sides of the Orwell but equally it is designed to allow not
only the flow of water through it but also of the estuary itself. The urban presence of Ipswich may
impress on the north side of the bridge but the valley slopes on either side of the bridge are mostly
undeveloped with Orwell Country Park to the east and the remnants of Wherstead Park to the west.
These landscapes are present on both sides of the A14 allowing the bridge to sit comfortably in the
landscape and thus preserving a sense of integrity to the estuary as whole. Thus it is important that
this character is preserved and that the meeting point for rural, estuary and townscape views remains,
as described in the Ipswich SPD [5], the Bourne Bridge
2.27 Wildlife Designations
Orwell Estuary has national and international designations for its wildlife value: Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI); Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar site. It is designated for its
habitat (notably, in this area, intertidal mudflats and saltmarsh) and associated breeding bird
populations. The wider landscape, including tributary valleys and farmland, can also be significant in
providing habitat. English Nature’s Regulation 33 Advice, issued 23 January 2001, states:
“Orwell: Originally the dark-bellied Brent geese [an Annex 1 species] fed on the Zostera on the
intertidal (marsh) but with the die-back of this species the geese now feed more on arable land and
grazing marsh outside the European marine site”.
The geese favour the middle to lower reaches of the estuary.
Recent reports [8] indicate that the estuary is not in a good condition with a number of species in
decline.
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The AONB Management Plan 2013-18 identifies the following ecologically significant features across
the AONB:
Ecological Heritage:
• Biodiversity Action Plan national and local priorities: cereal field margins, arable flowering
species, mixed deciduous woodlands (includes ancient), barbastelle and Natterer’s bat,
farmland birds and brown hare.
• Ancient woods and designed parkland landscapes containing many ancient trees
• Hedges are significant. Although often species poor, they are locally distinctive with
species such as holly on the Shotley peninsula.
There are no recorded BAP species or habitats of ecological importance in or immediately around the
Stevin’s site but this study has not found studies that have been carried out. The estuary shoreline is
described as grazing marsh and the Suffolk Wildlife Trust report [8] has identified the need to maintain
a wildlife corridor linking this to habitats to the south side of the bridge.

2.30 Landscape Appraisal Summary
2.3.1 Landscape Effects Matrices

Landscape Typology
Key Landscape Characteristics
Condition

Geology / Soils
Landform

Landuse / Cover

Habitat

Landscape Scale / Enclosure
Historic Landscape Character
Heritage Value
Landscape Value
Prominence / visibility

Value to Green Infrastructure

Rolling Estate Farmlands
Estuary valley slope with views across river and up river to urban
/ industrial areas. Orwell Bridge iconic focal point.
Average to Poor. Former estate split by A14 (manor house on
other side), crossed by multiple overhead power cables and
Stevin’s site (itself is former construction site with extensive
concrete hardstandings).
Typical of the designated landscape character type – relatively
deep silty loams
Gently rolling/sloping valley side overlooking the coastal levels
and the estuary. Site ‘nestled’ within a shallow tributary valley
that partially shields views.
Former bridge construction site (concrete hard standings with 3
‘romney’ / ‘nissen’ sheds) in occasional storage/ farm-related
use surrounded by grazing land on slopes and arable below.
Overgrown hedge to east boundary; scrub/ willow/alder, few
veteran pollarded oak. Survey needed (possibility of reptiles in
rubble piles; bats/owls in oak trees).
Relatively large scale landscape incorporating Orwell Bridge and
Estuary within visual envelope
Former emparkment can is discernible (veteran trees and
unenclosed rolling pasture)
Historic landscape (continuous settlement from new stone age),
former estate, now setting for Orwell Bridge
Within a designated AONB. Somewhat separated by the A14
constructed since designation.
Overlooks the Orwell Estuary. Partially shielded from proximal
viewpoints but more open aspect from viewpoints on east side
of estuary. Enclosed by A14 embankment to south.
Integral to the setting of the estuary. Long distance footpath
crosses the access road and relatively close to site. Hinterland
to SSSI / Ramsar site but not identified as important ecologically.
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2.3.1 Table 2.3.1(b) Landscape Sensitivity

HIGH SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY
MODERATE SENSITIVITY

LOW SENSITIVITY

Special features of a designated
landscape are vulnerable

No risk to nationally designated
features

No risk to features of a
designated landscape

Prevailing character is weak or
landscape in poor condition so any
changes would substantially erode
or damage remaining character
Effects felt over wide area as lack
of containment through landform
or vegetation pattern
Scale of proposal is highly
mismatched to scale of landscape
Landscape is rare in type / difficult
to replace or replicate

Prevailing character partly eroded,
landscape is in reasonable condition

Prevailing character is robust,
landscape in good condition

Topography and vegetation patterns
create partial enclosure, somewhat
limiting extent of effects
Scale of proposal would have
moderate influence on surroundings
Landscape locally valued, no scarce
features at risk, replacement or
replication relatively easy to achieve
Landscape locally valued, no scarce
features at risk, replacement or
replication relatively easy to achieve
Moderate degree of tranquillity

Enclosure due to topography
and vegetation mean effects
would be limited
Scale of proposal limited and fits
well with surrounding landscape
Landscape common, easily
replaced or replicated

Landscape highly valued with
strong cultural associations
Large number or receptors

No cultural associations

Lack of receptors

Table 2.3.1(C): Magnitude of Change

MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE TO LOCAL LANDSCAPE
SEVERE
SUBSTANTIAL
MODERATE
SLIGHT
NEGLIGIBLE

Very dominant / permanent; irreversible in nature; highly incongruent / very visually
intrusive; affects a nationally designated landscape and/or be impossible to mitigate
Fairly dominant; permanent/fairly extensive in nature; incongruent / visually intrusive;
affecting a nationally or locally designated landscape and where mitigation is likely to be
difficult to achieve
Moderate change experienced over a moderately sized area; somewhat incongruous /
intrusive / at contrast with surroundings and where partial mitigation is possible
Short-term; small/minor/slightly intrusive change; experienced over a limited area; slightly
incongruous or at contrast and where mitigation is likely to be broadly successful
Barely discernible change; very limited in extent; in keeping with surroundings and where
mitigation measures are likely to be successful

Table 2.3.1(d): Impact Significance

IMPACT SIGNIFICANCE VALUES
MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE

SENSITIVITY OF RECEPTOR
MODERATE

HIGH

Severe
Substantial
Moderate
Slight

Very high
High
Medium-high
Medium-low

Negligible

Low-negligible

High
Medium-high
Medium-low
Low
Negligible

rd

LOW

Medium-high
Medium-low
Low
Negligible
Negligible

NOTE: GLVIA 3 Edition [3] advises against over-reliance on matrices. They are used here to support and summarise
descriptive text and not to replace it.
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2.3.2 Summary Statement (Landscape Effects)
In summary, it has been found that the host landscape for the proposed LDO is, overall, moderately
sensitive. It is a landscape of cultural and heritage value with a supporting role in strategic green
infrastructure and, potentially, ecological resources (a separate sites habitat assessment has been
undertaken). The Stevin’s site and its immediate surroundings play a particular role in providing a
setting for the Orwell Bridge and contributing to the coherence of the landscape setting of the Orwell
Estuary. The value attached to the landscape would be greater had the Stevin’s site been cleared
and remediated following completion of the bridge construction and had the overhead high voltage
power cables been undergrounded. Nevertheless it is recommended that, in making a LDO, careful
attention is given to avoid further degrading of the landscape setting of the bridge and the estuary.
Mitigation measures are further explored in Section 4.
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3

VISUAL APPRAISAL

VISUAL ENVELOPE
3.1 A guiding visual envelope has been shown (Fig.8) but this is only roughly indicative (it does not
take account of intervening topography and structures) and sets a range up to 1.5km from the site.
The site will be visible from some vantage points beyond this range (see Fig.9), where increasing
distance would diminish any visual impact, and within the envelope visibility will be variable depending
on local terrain/vegetation/structures. Key viewpoints were identified by reference to maps and
checked on the ground however visibility was somewhat affected by poor light and atmospheric
conditions at the time of the survey.

STEVIN’S
SITE

Fig 8: Visual Envelope and Representative Key Viewpoints

Fig 9: View to Ipswich (vantage points) from Key Viewpoint 4
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REPRESENTATIVE KEY VIEWPOINTS
3.2.1 There are views of the site from residential properties, notably from dwellings to the north side
of the B1456. However the majority of these dwellings are bungalows and ground floor views would
be contained by rear garden fences while the landform and existing vegetation screens most views to
the existing sheds from properties closest to the site. Those properties further away, to the north,
obtain filtered views however as well as being more distant they become increasingly oblique. (see
Key Viewpoint 3)
3.2.2 Views to the site are also possible from the Oyster Reach Hotel and from the car park to the
rear (see Fig.10)

Stevin’s site

Fig 10: View from Oyster Reach Hotel car park

3.2.3 Views from the B1456 are mostly blocked by the dwellings on the north side of the road. Where
the road gets closer to the site and its entrance there are no dwellings to block the view however the
landform and vegetation provide an effective filter to views at road level and any views would
moreover be very oblique and fleeting
3.2.4 There are significant views from footpaths, notably the ‘Ipswich Loop’ of the ‘Stour and Orwell
Walk’ – a designated 42 mile long distance walk through the AONB (one of three). When the bridge
is closed to pedestrians in periods of bad weather walkers are directed further inland and across the
access road to the Stevin’s site (Key Viewpoint 2). This route is also well used locally and provides
access to the rear of properties fronting the B1456 with most properties maintaining an access
through the rear garden. A parallel footpath follows the levee alongside the river bank. There is
much to divert the attention of walkers heading south on this route as this elevated path offers good
views across the estuary and to the bridge and occasional seating, invariably facing east, takes
advantage of this. Views to the Stevin’s site are mostly restricted to gaps between houses fronting
the B1456 but closer to the bridge there are more direct views to the site (see Key Viewpoint 4). The
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photographic survey was undertaken in December when building no. 3 is partially visible however at
other times of the year vegetation would more effectively screen the site.
3.2.5 There are significant views of the site from the informal recreational area, Orwell Park, on the
other side of the estuary (see Key Viewpoint 1). These viewpoints are at a distance of approximately
1.5 km distant. There are open views across the Estuary from vantage points within the park. The
bridge is the principal focus of attention, not only because of its scale and elevation but also because
of the dynamic of the perspective. The bridge stretches towards the west side of the river and draws
the eye across. However, in doing so it leads the eye to the Stevin’s site which, as discussed in
section 2.26, provides a landscape setting for the bridge. The sensitivities of this viewpoint are
tempered by noise intrusion, not only from the A14 but also from neighbouring industrial activity,
including a scrapyard, to the north.
3.2.6 There will be significant views of the site from River Orwell which is actively used for
recreational purposes, including sailing and pleasure cruises. The landscape setting of the Orwell
figures in the promotional literature for pleasure cruises:
“We soon pass beneath the landmark Orwell Bridge
towering above the river and allowing shipping
access to the port. By contrast [to the industrial
landscape of the Port of Ipswich] the next ten miles
is one of the most picturesque river shorelines in
East Anglia, wonderfully preserved by several large
country estates bordering the river. In previous
centuries, the landowners of Wherstead Hall,
Freston Park, Orwell Park, Broke Hall and
Woolverstone Hall created the beauty of this
section of the river.”
(Florence-Gardiner River Cruises).
Fig 11: ‘Thames Barge’ on River Orwell

Views from the river will be transient and partially screened / filtered by landform and vegetation.
Fig.12 is a view taken from the east side of the river near the shore line (behind the outflow). The view
of the lower west bank is mostly obscured by the outflow in the foreground (which strongly detracts
from the amenity). However it is apparent that existing buildings on the Stevin’s site are visible from
river.
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Stevin’s site
building 1

Fig 12: View from east bank of River Orwell

3.3 Visual Effects
3.3.1 The sensitivity of Key Viewpoints can be described as the function of the key activity of the
receptor and their familiarity with the scene. Local residents are most familiar with the scene and are
the most continuous of observers so they are highly sensitive to changes in their visual surroundings
however in the case of dwellings on the B1456 many are bungalows and views (to the site) are
oblique. In addition, the principal view for these dwellings will be to the east. Thus the assessment in
this case is the sensitivity of those viewpoints is, on balance, moderate.
Recreational users are also highly sensitive when the landscape is a principal aspect of the
recreational activity. However, the sensitivity of the Orwell Walk viewpoint is moderated by intrusive
features that include concrete bridge supports and overhead power cable pylons.
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Table A4 (i): Sensitivity of Viewpoints

VIEWPOINT

SENSITIVITY OF VIEWPOINT
MODERATE

HIGH

1
2
3
4
5 (river)

Points or routes where the view is of
principal interest to the viewer
• Dwellings
• Long distance footpaths / trails/
waterways/natural areas in
designated landscapes
• Listed buildings

Points or routes where the view is of
moderate interest to the viewer
• Rights of way/ waterways/
recreation areas in nondesignated landscapes
• Scenic drives or rail routes

LOW
Points or routes where
the view is of cursory
interest to the viewer
• Roads. Railways

• Places of work or
public buildings

HIGH to MODERATE
HIGH to MODERATE

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

3.3.2 Magnitude of Change of Views
The visual sensitivity of the site is a function of the sensitivity of the viewpoints and the degree of
change likely to be experienced which can be assessed with reference to:
• The scale of change within the view (the proportion of the view that would be affected by the
change
• The extent of the area over which the effects would be visible
• The scale of the landscape
• The nature of the change – the loss or gain of features and the degree of conformity with the
existing situation
When considering specific proposals it is usual to assess the magnitude of the change of views such
as in accordance with the table below.

MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE TO VIEWS
SEVERE
SUBSTANTIAL
MODERATE
SLIGHT
NEGLIGIBLE

Proposals would become the dominant feature of a view and cause major deterioration to
existing visual amenity
Proposals would introduce a large component within the view and cause deterioration to
visual amenity
Proposals would introduce a noticeable component within the view and cause some
deterioration to visual amenity
Proposals would be a small/minor component within the view and cause little
deterioration to visual amenity
No change

As noted in para.1.2 there are no specific proposals in the case of a LDO but there is firm guidance in
the form of a Development Brief which forms the premise on which the appraisal is based. Currently
there are 3 ‘Romney’ buildings on the site with a maximum height of 5.8m and an overall floorspace of
900 sq.m. The Development Brief envisages 3 ‘replacement’ buildings with an overall floorspace of
3,000 sq.m. and maximum heights of 7.0m for one building on the lower part of the site and 5.9m for
the other two buildings. The replacement buildings would appear larger (but generally not much
taller) and would be enclosed by fencing, potentially with more activity within. However they would
also be darker, appear more ordered and screened/softened by additional planting. On this basis the
magnitude of change to most key viewpoints would range around the ‘slight’ to ‘moderate’ becoming
increasingly slight with increased distance of the viewpoint, but for Viewpoint 2, the most proximal, it
would be Moderate to High
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3.3.3 Overall Significance of Visual Effects
View
point
No.

1

2

3

Location

Orwell
Park

Footpath
(Orwell
Walk)

Dwellings
on B1456

Approx.
distance
to site

1.5km

100m

4-500m

Receptor
sensitivity

HIGH
to
MOD

HIGH
to
MOD

MOD

Description of existing view

Nature / Magnitude of change;
impact significance

Numerous views across the Estuary from
vantage points within the Country Park
although more often partially obscured by
near vegetation. Tranquility of park
significantly affected by noise from A14 and
adjacent employment sites and this impacts
on other senses. Near distance focal point
often bridge or activity on river. Stevin’s site
a supportive role in scene but more than
‘background’. Existing buildings on SS are
insignificant visually.

Important to maintain rural setting
to estuary and bridge. Increased
presence of built form would risk
apparent extension urban area to
north.

Open aspect to north and east with
extensive views across Estuary and to
Ipswich. Stevins site in proximity but not the
focal point and existing buildings visible but
partially screened/softend by vegetation.
Visual experience diminished by presence
of numerous pylons and massive concrete
bridge supports which impose urban /
industrial ambience but there is also sense
of earlier emparkment in context of rolling
pasture, wooded landscape.

Stevins site in close proximity and
path crosses access road. New
buildings, activity, fencing, lighting
likely to have moderate to
substantial impact.

Views are from rear of dwellings, rear
gardens and footpath accessing dwellings.
Views (to north) are of agricultural land but
foreshortened by rising ground so eye is
drawn to south towards bridge and setting
for bridge however this is oblique for most
aspects. A14 embankment appears as
artificial landform and traffic/lighting on A14
visible as skyline. Existing buildings visible
though softened by vegetation and probably
screened in summer.

New buildings will be more visible
in scene and add element of urban
/ industrial intrusion

0

4

Footpath
(riverside)

200m

HIGH

Open views, 360 , Principal focus of
attention would be direction of travel (bridge
to north, marina to south) or views over
estuary. Views to west (Stevin’s) dominated
by B1456. Beyond that agricultural land
with pylons and A14 on horizon.

SLIGHT ADVERSE CHANGE
MEDIUM TO LOW SIGNIFICANCE

MODERATE TO SUBSTANTIAL
CHANGE
MEDIUM to HIGH SIGNIFICANCE

MODERATE ADVERSE
CHANGE
MEDIUM TO LOW SIGNIFICANCE

Change would be to secondary /
tertiary focus of interest only.
Development likely to add
buildings, lighting, fencing, activity.
SLIGHT to MODERATE ADVERSE
MEDIUM SIGNIFICANCE

0.

5

River

5-600m

HIGH

Open views, 360 River was not accessed
to take views for this study but this would be
a significant viewpoint with much leisure
activity on the estuary, including cruises
where landscape setting would be a
significant aspect of interest. Numerous foci
of interest however including opposite bank,
bridge, marina, views down river to
Felixstowe and up river to marina and
Ipswich.
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Development likely to add
buildings, lighting, fencing, activity
but would affect relatively contained
span of view. Context of other
intrusive elements but overall the
rural context of the bridge
abutments still the dominant
component.
MODERATE ADVERSE
CHANGE
MEDIUM SIGNICANCE
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Fig 13: Site Layout - Existing
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A 14

upper level
hardstanding

Building 3
Building 2

Building 1

Building 3
Building 2

Building 1

Oyster Reach
Hotel

Fox’s Marina
B1456

These images are taken from the embankment adjacent the A14 which is not a public footpath. They are not representative of a ‘Viewpoint’ but help demonstrate the site layout and setting.
Note that the vegetation around the site which serves to screen and soften existing buildings from key viewpoints.
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Stevin’s Site

Fox’s Marina

KEY VIEWPOINT 1

Stevin’s Site
Oyster Reach
Hotel

Building 2
Building 1

KEY VIEWPOINT 2
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Building 3

KEY VIEWPOINT 3

Building 3

KEY VIEWPOINT 4
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4

LANDSCAPE CAPACITY

4.1 The results of a Landscape Capacity matrix must be applied with caution (see Appendix 2)
4.2 Landscape Capacity will vary according to the type and nature of development being proposed.
In making an LDO the type and nature of change for which permission is granted can be defined. The
assessements awarded in the matrix categories draws on the foregoing Sections 2 (Landscape
Appraisal) and Section 3 (Visual Appraisal) but also on Section 5 (Mitigation) and its
recommendations for the LDO which serve to moderate the sensitivities of the site and its setting by
mitigating predicted impacts.
4.3 The matrices

Landscape Character Sensitivity
MEDIUM-HIGH
Visual Sensitivity

HIGH

Overall Landscape Sensitivity

MEDIUM HIGH

Overall Landscape Sensitivity
Landscape Value

MEDIUM-HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH

Landscape Capacity

MEDIUM-LOW

4.4 The assessment indicates that the Stevin’s site has a ‘Medium-Low’ capacity for development.
This is a result of its value in terms of designations and cultural heritage and its visual exposure.
There is some degree of containment by landform and vegetation and, particularly, by the embanked
dual carriageway adjacent however buildings of substantial height could be visible over a significant
area.
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4

MITIGATION OF IMPACTS

4.1

The Development Brief sets out a range of mitigating measures includng

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Layout : new buildings will be restricted to the northern part of the site
Limitations to the heights and overall size of buildings
Materials: a selected an limited range of materials and finishes are proposed to reduce
visibility of the buildings
Introduction of natural screening /mitigation planting / boundary treatment and a scheme of
management to be submitted and approved.
Protection of existing trees
Habitats
A lighting scheme to be submitted for approval
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APPENDIX 1
LVIA METHODOLOGY
A1

Published Guidance
The methodology for this study is based on the following published guidance:
rd
• Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 3 Edition 2013 (GLVIA)
(Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment) ;
• Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage (2002) Landscape Character Assessment
– Guidance for England and Scotland; and
• Landscape Institute Advice Note 1/11 Photography and Photomontages Guidance

A2

Distinction between ‘Landscape’ and ‘Visual Amenity’
The GLVIA state that:
“LVIA must address both effects on landscape as a resource in its own right and effects on views
and visual amenity…”
Thus the effects on landscape and on views and visual amenity are assessed separately. The aim is
to avoid, reduce or mitigate any detrimental effects identified through sensitive design.

A3

Landscape Assessment
“An assessment of landscape effects should consider how the proposal will affect the elements
that make up the landscape, its aesthetic and perceptual aspects, its distinctive character and the
key characteristics that contribute to this.”(GLVIA)
There are 5 stages to the landscape assessment:
(1) A desktop study is undertaken to establish the physical characteristics of the landscape, its
cultural perceptions and the designations and policies drawn up to manage change and
development in the area. Baseline information is provided by published landscape character
studies undertaken at both the National and County level
(2) Fieldwork is undertaken to give consideration to the condition of the landscape character at
the local level.
(3) An assessment is made of the sensitivity to change of the local landscape with reference to
Table A3 (i) below
(4) An assessment is made of the potential magnitude of change to the local landscape
depending on how the LDO is framed with reference to Table A3 (ii) below
(5) The two values derived from stages (3) and (4) are combined to give the overall significance
of landscape impact with reference to Table A3 (iii) below
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Table A3 (i): Landscape Sensitivity

HIGH SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY
MODERATE SENSITIVITY

LOW SENSITIVITY

Special features of a designated
landscape are vulnerable

No risk to nationally designated
features

No risk to features of a designated
landscape

Prevailing character is weak or
landscape in poor condition so any
changes would substantially erode
or damage remaining character

Prevailing character partly eroded,
landscape is in reasonable
condition

Prevailing character is robust,
landscape in good condition

Effects felt over wide area as lack
of containment through landform
or vegetation pattern

Topography and vegetation
patterns create partial enclosure,
somewhat limiting extent of
effects
Scale of proposal would have
moderate influence on
surroundings
Landscape locally valued, no scarce
features at risk, replacement or
replication relatively easy to
achieve
Landscape locally valued, no scarce
features at risk, replacement or
replication relatively easy to
achieve
Moderate degree of tranquillity

Enclosure due to topography and
vegetation mean effects would be
limited

Scale of proposal is highly
mismatched to scale of landscape
Landscape is rare in type / difficult
to replace or replicate
Landscape highly valued with
strong cultural associations

Large number or receptors

Scale of proposal limited and fits
well with surrounding landscape
Landscape common, easily
replaced or replicated
No cultural associations

Lack of receptors

Table A3 (ii): Magnitude of Change
MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE TO LOCAL LANDSCAPE
Very dominant / permanent; irreversible in nature; highly incongruent / very visually
SEVERE
SUBSTANTIAL
MODERATE
SLIGHT
NEGLIGIBLE

intrusive; affects a nationally designated landscape and/or be impossible to mitigate
Fairly dominant; permanent/fairly extensive in nature; incongruent / visually intrusive;
affecting a nationally or locally designated landscape and where mitigation is likely to be
difficult to achieve
Moderate change experienced over a moderately sized area; somewhat incongruous /
intrusive / at contrast with surroundings and where partial mitigation is possible
Short-term; small/minor/slightly intrusive change; experienced over a limited area; slightly
incongruous or at contrast and where mitigation is likely to be broadly successful
Barely discernible change; very limited in extent; in keeping with surroundings and where
mitigation measures are likely to be successful

Table A3 (iii): Impact Significance
IMPACT SIGNIFICANCE VALUES
MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE

SENSITIVITY OF RECEPTOR
MODERATE

HIGH

Severe
Substantial
Moderate
Slight

Very high
High
Medium-high
Medium-low

Negligible

Low-negligible

High
Medium-high
Medium-low
Low
Negligible
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LOW

Medium-high
Medium-low
Low
Negligible
Negligible
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A4

Visual Assessment
“An assessment of visual effects deals with the effects of change and development on the views
available to the people and their visual amenity.” (GLVIA)
There are 5 stages to the visual assessment:
(1) A theoretical visual envelope is mapped using large scale (1:10,00) OS maps
(2) The theoretical visual envelope is checked on site by looking out from the site and checked
again by looking back towards the site from publicly accessible viewpoints
(3) Representative viewpoints are selected to assess the predicted changes to those views and
the significance of these changes is assessed in terms of sensitivity with reference to Table
A4 (i) below
(4) The magnitude of change at the representative viewpoints is assessed with reference to
Table A4 (ii) below
(5) The two values derived from stages (3) and (4) are combined to give the overall significance
of visual impact with reference to Table A3 (iii) above.

Table A4 (i): Sensitivity of Viewpoints
SENSITIVITY OF VIEWPOINT
HIGH

MODERATE
LOW

Points or routes where the view is of principal interest to the viewer
• Dwellings
• Long distance footpaths/trails/waterways/natural areas in designated landscapes
• Listed buildings
Points or routes where the view is of moderate interest to the viewer
• Rights of way/waterways/recreation areas in non-designated landscapes
• Scenic drives or rail routes
Points or routes where the view is of cursory interest to the viewer
• Roads. Railways
• Places of work or public buildings

Table A4 (ii): Magnitude of Change to Views
MAGNITUDE OF CHANGE TO VIEWS
SEVERE
SUBSTANTIAL
MODERATE
SLIGHT
NEGLIGIBLE

Proposals would become the dominant feature of a view and cause major deterioration to
existing visual amenity
Proposals would introduce a large component within the view and cause deterioration to
visual amenity
Proposals would introduce a noticeable component within the view and cause some
deterioration to visual amenity
Proposals would be a small/minor component within the view and cause little
deterioration to visual amenity
No change
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APPENDIX 2
LANDSCAPE CAPACITY METHODOLOGY
A note on Landscape Capacity
Although there is much common ground between ‘capacity’ and ‘sensitivity’ there are also
differences. The concept of landscape capacity touches on theories about landscape planning that
remain the subject of some debate, as described in Topic Paper 6 [6]. Landscape capacity is taken
here to reflect:
(i) the inherent sensitivity (visual and in terms of character) of the landscape to a specific type of
development
(ii) the value attached to the landscape or specific elements within it.
Thus a statement on capacity represents a synthesis of the foregoing landscape appraisal and visual
appraisal. It brings together not only a wide range of criteria but also professional judgement and
developing theory. Topic Paper 6 describes the theory as
“complex and difficult to summarise meaningfully”.
Further:
“even experienced practitioners who have not been involved in this work may struggle to
understand the terminology use, the subtleties of the definitions and the judgements that are made
at every level of the assessment, as well as the way that the different factors are combined.”
In other words the process is inevitably open to interpretation and, while considered to be useful in
summarising diverse issues, some caution should be exercised in the application of the results.
A ‘high level’ approach has been adopted for this study, mindful of the advice in GLVIA3 of the need
to be ‘proportionate’ and the limitations of capacity studies in general. The matrix categories have
been assessed largely with reference to previous sections (Landscape Appraisal and Visual
Appraisal) without further detailed analysis.
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APPENDIX 3
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
(not all of these terms have been used in this study)

Analysis (landscape)

Assessment (landscape)
Bare Earth ZVI
Capacity (landscape)

Character (landscape)
Character Assessment
Context
Countryside
Cumulative Effects

Element (landscape)
Elevation
Enhancement
Enterprise Zone

Environment
Environmental Impact Assessment
Intrusive
Landform
Landmark

Landscape

Landscape Character

The process of resolving or separating the landscape into its
component parts to understand the principles of how it is made
up
The description, classification and analysis of landscape
ZVI based on topography only (i.e. not taking account of visual
barriers)
The degree to which a particular landscape character type or
area is able to accommodate change without significant effects
on its character, or overall landscape character type. Capacity is
likely to vary according to the type and nature of change being
proposed.
See Landscape Character
An area appraisal identifying distinguishing physical features
and emphasising historical and cultural associations
The setting of a site or area, including factors such as traffic,
activities and land uses as well as landscape and built form
The rural environment and its associated communities as
designated in the Local Plan
The summation of effects that result from changes caused by a
development in conjunction with other past, present or
reasonably foreseeable actions
A component part of the landscape (for example roads, hedges
or woods)
The vertical face of a building or the representation of that
vertical face without attention to effect
An improvement to a landscape through restoration,
reconstruction or creation
An area in which state incentives such as tax concessions or
simplified planning regulations are offered to encourage
business development
Physical surroundings, including air, water and land
The evaluation of the effects on the environment of particular
development proposals
An unwanted or disruptive element in a scene
Combination of slope and elevation that produce the shape and
form of the land
A conspicuous structure or other object on the land that stands
out from its background by virtue of its scale or other
distinguishing characteristic and marks a locality or serves as a
guide
The character and appearance of land, including its shape, form,
ecology, natural features, colours, and elements and the way
these components combine
The distinct and recognisable pattern of elements that occurs
consistently in a particular type of landscape and how this is
perceived by people. It reflects particular combinations of
geology, landform, soils, vegetation, land use and patterns of
human settlement. It creates the particular sense of place of
different areas of the landscape
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Landscape Unit

An area or volume of distinct landscape character that forms a
spatially enclosed unit at ground level differentiated from other
areas by its slope and pattern of land cover. A unique segment
of the landscape.

Legibility

The degree to which a place can be understood or ‘read’

Magnitude

A combination of the scale, extent and duration of an effect

Local Development Order (LDO)

A Local Development Order grants planning permission for
development as described in the order in advance of specific
proposals and is intended to help businesses to grow
The specific approach and techniques used for a given study

Methodology
Mitigation
Receptor
Resource (landscape)

Sensitivity (landscape)

Interventions, including any process, activity or design, intended
to reduce, remedy or compensate for the adverse landscape
and visual impacts of a proposal
The place, point or viewer group from or by which an effect can
be experienced and the receiving landscape resource
The physical characteristics or elements of the urban and rural
environment, which together establish the character of the
area, eg geology, topography, hydrology land cover land use,
vegetation and settlement pattern
The degree to which a landscape can be subject to change
without unacceptable loss of or adverse effects on character

View

What can be seen from a particular place

Viewshed

All the surface areas visible from an observer’s viewpoint

Visual Context

The views of the application site and the proposed development
and the perception in change to these views by individuals both
living in and visiting the area
The geographic extent of potential visibility to or from a specific
area or feature

Visual Envelope
Zone of Visual Influence (ZVI)/
Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV)

Area within which a proposed development may have an
influence or effect on visual quality
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